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Abstract: The syn dimer of cyclobuta-
diene (tricyclo[4.2.0.02,5]octa-3,7-diene,
TOD) is subjected to ionization under
different conditions and the resulting
species are probed by optical and ESR
spectroscopy. By means of quantum
chemical modelling of the potential
energy surfaces and the optical spectra,
it is possible to assign the different
products that arise spontaneously after
ionization or after subsequent warming
or illumination of the samples. Based on
these findings, we propose a mechanistic
scheme which involves a partitioning of

the incipient radical cation of TOD
between two electronic states. These
two states engage in (near) activation-
less decay to the more stable valence
isomers, cyclooctatetraene (COT.�) and
a bis-cyclobutenylium radical cation
BCB .� . The latter product undergoes
further rearrangement, first to tetracy-
clo[4.2.0.02,4.03,5]oct-7-ene (TCO.�) and

eventually to bicyclo[4.2.0]octa-2,4,7-tri-
ene (BOT.�) which can also be gener-
ated photochemically from BCB.� or
TCO.� . The surprising departure of syn-
TOD.� from the least-motion reaction
path leading to BOT.� can be traced to
strong vibronic interactions (second-or-
der Jahn-Teller effects) which prevail in
both possible ground states of syn-
TOD.� . Such effects seem to be more
important in determining the intramo-
lecular reactivity of radical cations than
orbital or state symmetry rules.

Keywords: electronic structure ´
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Introduction

(CH)8 hydrocarbons show a very rich and often surprising
thermal and photoinduced chemistry.[1] The same is true of
their radical cations, e. g., those which stood at the focus of
earlier investigations by the Fribourg and Knoxville
groups.[2±5] In the preceding paper[6] we investigated the fate
of another interesting (CH)8 isomer, the anti dimer of
cyclobutadiene (tricyclo[4.2.0.02,5]octa-3,7-diene (TOD), see
Scheme 1) on ionization under various conditions. Thereby,
anti-TOD.� was found to partition between two products, one
of which is the radical cation of the expected valence isomer,
bicyclo[4.2.0]octa-2,4,7-triene (BOT.�). The other product
results from a cascade of reactions involving an unprecedent-
ed type of valence isomerization and two hydrogen atom

Scheme 1. MO representation of anti-TOD and syn-TOD.
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shifts which eventually lead to the previously identified
radical cation of 1,4-dihydropentalene.[3] Especially this
second, surprising result led us to subject also the syn isomer
of TOD to the same experiments.

The ground states of the radical cations of both TOD
isomers have a very similar electronic structure as judged by
the shape of their singly occupied MOs. These result in both
cases from the antibonding interaction between the symmet-
ric combination of olefinic p-MOs and the appropriate sCC

bonding MO of the central four-membered ring (see
Scheme 1), that is the interaction which accounts for the
ªthrough-bondº component of the splitting of the p-MOs in
TOD.[7] One would therefore expect the two isomers to show a
similar reactivity, in particular with regard to their decay to
BOT.� (the reaction leading to the dihydropentalene cannot
occur in an analogous fashion in syn-TOD.� for steric
reasons).

However, as will be shown below, this expectation was not
fulfilled in that syn-TOD.� follows entirely different rear-
rangement pathways. The only analogy between the two
isomers is that both undergo a partitioning into two reaction
channels, although, in contrast to the case of anti-TOD, this
partitioning is not due to a bifurcation in the potential energy
surface but to two different electronic states which may be
populated on ionization of syn-TOD. We will try to show that
the divergence in the chemistry of the two isomers is a result
of the operation of strong vibronic interactions which lead
syn-TOD.� into different directions than its anti counterpart.

Results and Discussion

Ionization of syn-TOD : Trace a) in Figure 1 shows the
spectrum that is obtained upon pulse radiolysis of syn-TOD
in MCH/BuCl at 30 K, whereas spectra b) and c) illustrate the
result of subsequent thermal relaxation at 75 K. These spectra
clearly demonstrate the thermal conversion of a species A
responsible for the strong 545 nm band to a secondary product
B with a much weaker, broad band centered around 820 nm.
After prolonged annealing of the matrix at 90 K, spectrum
d) is obtained which consists of a broad band with a maximum
at 505 nm with a shoulder at 650 nm and a sharper component
at 400 nm.

The 505 nm band is undoubtedly due to the radical cation of
cyclooctatetraene (COT.�) whose authentic spectrum is
shown with a dashed line. There is reason to assume that
COT.� is not formed as a result of the annealing, but is present
from the outset, leading to the shoulder at�480 nm in spectra
a) ± c). On the other hand, a 400 nm band, which is clearly not
present after radiolysis, arises as a shoulder during annealing.
Figure 2 shows the latter stages of this process in more detail,
which reveals that species B is also thermally labile at 90 K
and that probably this species serves as the direct precursor of
the carrier of the 400 nm band which we provisionally assign
to a product C.

The insert to Figure 1 indicates that species A is formed
beyond the time resolution of our detection systems (micro-
seconds), even at 10 K which suggests that it is the parent
radical cation of syn-TOD, a hypothesis which we will

Figure 1. EA spectra obtained after pulse radiolysis (10 pulses, dose
�10 kGy) of syn-TOD (0.01m) in a MCH/BuCl glass at 30 K. Spectrum
a): initially at 30 K. Spectra b) and c): after thermal relaxation of the matrix
at 75 K for 65 and 215 min, respectively. Spectrum d): after prolonged
annealing of the matrix at 90 K. Dashed line represents spectrum obtained
on ionization of COT. Inset: formation of the 545 nm absorption signal at
10 K (2 ms electron pulse, dose 0.5 kGy).

Figure 2. Difference spectra observed on thermal relaxation of the matrix
(see Figure 1 for details) at 90 K for a) 10 min, b) 30 min and c) 60 min.

examine below. The thermal decay of A was found to follow
dispersive kinetics, as it is typical for thermal rearrangements
in solid media: A plot of ln A versus ta leads to a straight line
for a� 0.48 (Figure 3) which indicates that the rate constant
varies with time according to k�B ´ taÿ1.[8, 9] A mean lifetime
t0 of 689 s can be extracted from this result, but we should
caution that this is burdened with some error because the
fastest part of the process (between the end of the radiolysis
and the beginning of the measurements) is not accounted for.
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Figure 3. Dispersive kinetics of the thermal decay of the 545 nm absorp-
tion band at 77 K. The ta scale of the abscissa refers to t in seconds with
a� 0.48.

Finally, we note that species A can also be bleached photo-
chemically to yield C (lmax� 400 nm) by irradiation at 30 K
through a 500 nm interference filter, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Difference spectra for the photolysis of an MCH/BuCl (30 K)
solution of ionized syn-TOD at 500 nm (400 W xenon lamp) for a) 4 min,
b) 20 min and c) 35 min.

Ionization of syn-TOD in Freon matrices (F-11/F-114B2)
by g-irradiation at 77 K results in spectrum a) in Figure 5.
Obviously, the facile thermal A!B rearrangement is com-
plete by the time this spectrum is recorded, but we note again
in this experiment that COT.� is formed concomitantly with
intermediate B whose spectrum can be obtained by subtraction
of COT.� (dashed line). Photolysis at >820 nm leads to the
disappearance of B and the appearance of the 400 nm band
of C. Subtraction of COT.� (whose concentration does not

seem to have increased in this conversion) reveals that, next
to the 400 nm band, C has a shoulder at 500 nm (dashed
line).

This spectrum is reminiscent of that of the radical cation of
bicyclo[4.2.0]octa-2,4-diene,[10] which suggests that C is the
radical cation of the related C8H8 compound, bicyclo[4.2.0]oc-
ta-2,4,7-triene (BOT.�) that had already been found and
identified upon oxidation of anti-TOD.[6] In addition to the
typical pair of ªdiene cationº bands at 400 and 500 nm,[11]

BOT.� is expected to show an electronic transition involving
transfer of an electron from the olefin to the diene moiety.
The energy of this transition can be estimated from the
difference in ionization potentials of cyclobutene and cyclo-
hexadiene (9.43 ± 8.25 eV)[12] which on a wavelength scale
corresponds to a band around 1000 nm. However, as a result
of the weak interaction between the two moieties, the
transition moment is expected to be very weak so it is not
surprising that this band escapes detection in our experiment.
However, its presence can be proven by photolysis at
>600 nm, that is outside the range of the observed absorp-
tions, which leads to slow conversion to COT.� (cf. spectrum
5c).

Figure 5. Electronic absorption spectra obtained after g-irrradiation of
syn-TOD in the Freon mixture at 77 K a). Dotted line represents spectrum
obtained on ionization of COT under the same conditions, dashed line
shows the result of subtracting this from spectrum a). After photolysis at
>820 nm, spectrum b) is obtained (again the dashed line shows the result of
subtracting the dotted spectrum of ionized COT from that), whereas
photolysis at 400 nm converts this into spectrum c).
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Finally, we followed the above conversions by ESR
spectroscopy. The spectrum obtained on radiolysis of syn-
TOD in F-113 consists of signals from the bicyclo[3.3.0]octa-
2,6-diene-4,8-diyl radical cation (BOD.�)[13] that are clearly
recognizable from the well-resolved 1:4:6:4:1 quintet sub-
structures in the wings (Figure 6a). It is also evident that there
are additional strong signals in the center which greatly distort
the center lines of BOD.� but no definite hyperfine pattern
can be discerned for these extra features. However, the strong
center line is indicative of a singlet component arising from
some COT.� formation.[4, 14] After illumination of the sample
with NIR light (l> 840 nm), the spectrum of Figure 6b) shows
that a new group of 17 resolved components represented
within the vertical bars have grown in strongly, and this
pattern displays the characteristic fine structure of the
complete 23-line ESR spectrum of BOT.� (cf. Figure 1 in
the accompanying paper.[6]) In contrast, the NIR photo-
bleaching produces little or no change in the intensity of the
BOD.� signal.

Figure 6. First-derivative ESR spectra showing a) the initial spectrum
obtained after radiolytic oxidation at 77 K of a dilute solution of syn-TOD
in F-113, and b) the spectrum recorded after illumination of the sample
with near-infrared (NIR) light (l> 840 nm). The sharp lines of the NIR-
induced signals indicated within the vertical bars and extending through the
central region of spectrum b) are assigned to BOT.� (see text). Spectrum c)
was recorded after a subsequent illumination in the wideband 340 ± 580 nm
region which converts all the BOT.� in b) to additional BOD.� in c). The
spectra were recorded with identical spectrometer settings.

A further exposure of the F-113 sample (Figure 6b) to
wideband 340 ± 580 nm illumination converted BOT.� to the
clean spectrum of BOD.� shown in Figure 6c. From this
significant increase in the BOD.� signal, it can be estimated
that the ratio of BOT.� to BOD.� in Figure 6b is about 1.5. In
view of the strong matrix effect on the products of radiolytic

oxidation of anti-TOD,[6] it was also of interest to carry out a
study of syn-TOD oxidation in the F-114B2 matrix. The
spectra obtained in this medium are much more poorly
resolved, but they also clearly reveal the presence of BOT.�

after NIR bleaching. Hence the ionization of syn-TOD
produces much more convergent results in different media
than that of its anti isomer.

Assignment of the primary product A : As mentioned above,
the immediate appearance of the strong 545 nm band of A on
ionization suggests its assignment to the parent radical cation
of syn-TOD. A theoretical confirmation of this assignment is
not so straightforward because it is not clear a priori what is
the nature of the ground state of TOD.� . The nature of this
problem becomes evident from the photoelectron (PE)
spectrum which we have remeasured and which is reproduced
in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Photoelectron (PE) spectrum of syn-TOD. White bars denote
excited state energies obtained from CASPT2-calculations at the geometry
of neutral TOD, relative to the maximum of the first PE band (dashed line
at (0)). Molecular orbitals from SCF/6 ± 31G* calculations on neutral syn-
TOD.

The ordering of the highest orbitals (or the lowest radical
cation states) in syn-TOD, which results from a delicate
balance of through-space and through-bond interaction
between the two p-system, has been a matter of some
debate.[15±18] This was finally settled in favor of a1(p�) below
b1(s) below b1(pÿ).[7, 18] Our CASPT2 calculations of TOD.� at
the equilibrium geometry of neutral TOD (Table 1) and white
bars in Figure 7) are generally in good agreement with the
observed PE band positions, also for higher states, which
instills some confidence in this method to predict excited state
energies in TOD.� . Interestingly, the CASSCF results show
thatÐat the neutral geometry which is the relevant one in the
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discussion of the PE spectrumÐany attempt to assign
shoulders in the first, broad PE band to the b1(s) and the
b1(pÿ) MO may be futile, because the two 2B1 states which are
predicted above the 2A1 ground state are composed of
strongly mixed configurations resulting from electron ejection
out of both high-lying b1 MOs.

The proximity of the first three states indicates that any of
them could possibly become the most stable state of TOD.�

after relaxation to the radical cation geometry. Thus, we had
to subject each of the three states to individual B3LYP
geometry optimizations whose results are represented in
Figure 8.[19] The changes in the two important parameters, the
folding angle w and the bond length R, are in accord with
expectations on the basis of the nodal structure of the MOs
from which ionization occurs in each of the three states.
According to B3LYP, the ordering of stabilities is 2A1(p�)

Figure 8. Diagram showing the relaxation of vertically formed syn-TOD.�

() neutral geometry) in the three different states indicated above each
column (pictures denote singly occupied MO in each state). Geometries are
from B3LYP/6 ± 31G*, relative ground-state energies from RCCSD(T)/cc-
pVDZ, excited state energies at the neutral geometry from CASPT2/ANO-
DZP calculations.

3.4 kcal molÿ1 below 2B1(s) and 9.1 kcal molÿ1 below 2B1(pÿ).
In contrast, CCSD(T) single point calculations at the B3LYP
geometries predict the 2B1(s) state to be the most stable one,
1.95 kcal molÿ1 below 2A1(p�), and 9.4 kcal molÿ1 below
2B1(pÿ). Thus, we can make no definitive statements on the
ordering of stabilities of the 2B1 and the 2A1 states after
relaxation. However, they are competitive in energy and it
cannot be excluded that syn-TOD partitions between these
two ªelectromersº after vertical ionization. Therefore both
states have to be considered as possible candidates for the
ground state of syn-TOD.� .

According to second-derivative calculations, the two p-
states (2A1 and the 2B1) are minima on the B3LYP/6 ± 31G*
surface, whereas the 2B1(s) state is a saddle point representing
the transition state for the interconversion of two structures of
Cs symmetry where spin and charge are localized mostly in
one of the CÿC bonds that are shared by two four-membered
rings.[20, 21] Although this distortion is rather pronounced (the
two affected CÿC bond lengths differ by 0.34 �), it is
accompanied by a gain of only 0.67 kcal molÿ1, and single-
point CCSD(T) calculations at the B3LYP geometries predict
the localized Cs structure to lie 0.53 kcal molÿ1 above the
delocalized one. This indicates an extreme flatness of the
surface for distortion of the 2B1(s) state, and we therefore
need to consider both C2v and Cs structures in the subsequent
calculations of excited states of syn-TOD.� .

Figure 9. Diagram showing the interconversions of the different states of
syn-TOD.� . Solid bars and bold numbers are from B3LYP/6 ± 31G*
calculations, open bars and italic numbers from single-point CCSD(T)/cc-
pVDZ calculations at B3LYP geometries. All energies are relative to that
of the 2B1(s) state of syn-TOD.� in C2v symmetry.

States of the same symmetry often undergo facile inter-
conversion in radical ions. Thus, we were not surprised to find
a very low-lying transition state for the decay of the the
2B1(pÿ) to the 2B1(s) state on the B3LYP/6 ± 31G* surface
(DE� 0.85 kcal molÿ1, ÿ0.71 kcal molÿ1 after inclusion of the
ZPE difference). Given this result, we can safely neglect the
2B1(pÿ) state as a candidate for the ground state of syn-
TOD.� . Since the distorted 2B1(s) and the 2A1(p�) state are of
the same symmetry in Cs, their interconversion was also
examined. Thereby a very low-lying saddle point for this

Table 1. Results of CASPT2 calculations for syn-TOD.� at the geometry of
the neutral.[a]

State PES/ eV[b] CASPT2/ eV[c] %K[d]

12A1 (0) (0) 93
12B1 0.37 0.44 93
22B1 0.70 0.71 91
12A2 1.59 1.59 90
12B2 1.92 1.64 90
22A1 2.95 2.85 89

[a] Geometry optimized by B3LYP/6 ± 31G*; [b] peak positions relative to
first peak in PE spectrum (cf. Figure 7); [c] active space in CASSCF
calculations: 15 electrons in 10 orbitals; details of the calculations are given
in the Supporting Information; [d] percent Koopmans� character: summed
contributions of single-hole configurations (proportional to intensity of PE
band).
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ªelectromerizationº was found on the B3LYP potential
energy surface where it lies only 0.43 kcal molÿ1 above the
localized 2A'(s) state. After correcting for the ZPE difference,
the activation energy for this process drops to nearly zero, so
that, on the B3LYP surface, the s-state is unstable with regard
to decay to the 2A1(p�) state. The situation is reversed at the
CCSD(T) level where the 2B1(s) is 2 kcal molÿ1 more stable
than the 2A1(p�) state. The CCSD(T) energy of the B3LYP
transition state lies also only 0.5 kcal molÿ1 above the latter,
but the reversed thermochemistry of this rearrangement at
this level will lead to a change in the structure of the transition
state, so this result may not be very meaningful. However, the
above results suggest that both the 2A1(p�) as well as the 2B1

or the localized 2A'(s) states should be considered as possible
ground states of syn-TOD.� .

Figure 10. Spectrum a) from Figure 1 replotted on an energy scale,
together with CASPT2 prediction of excitation energies and oscillator
strengths for the different electromers of syn-TOD.� .

Figure 10 shows the spectrum of species A (redrawn on an
energy scale) together with the CASPT2 predictions for the
EA spectra of syn-TOD.� in the 2A1(p�), the 2B1(s), and the
distorted 2A'(s) states (cf. Table 2). Obviously, the experi-
mental spectrum does not match even remotely with any of

these predictions. In view of the fact that the CASPT2 method
reproduced the excited state energies of syn-TOD.� at the
neutral geometry rather accurately (cf. PE spectrum in
Figure 7), this result leads us to reject our initial hypothesis
that the primary product observed on pulse radiolysis of syn-
TOD is the parent radical cation. Consequently, we proceeded
to explore possible low activation decay pathways of syn-
TOD.� in either of its possible ground states.

Starting with the 2B1(s) state, its distortion in the direction
of BOT.� seemed to indicate a possible decay to that species.
However, the Somo of syn-TOD.� in the 2B1 (or the distorted
2A') s-state is symmetric, whereas the Somo of ground state
BOT.� (2A'') is antisymmetric with regard to the mirror plane
common to the two isomers. Hence, the lowest s-state of syn-
TOD.� correlates with an excited 2A' state of BOT.� . By
means of linear synchronous transit (LST) calculations,[22] one
can indeed map a diabatic Cs reaction pathway connecting
these two states which are of similar energy. However, this
pathway is of no practical significance, because the 2A''
surface leading to the ground state of BOT.� cuts through at
an early stage. This will necessarily lead to a loss of symmetry
(ªuncrossingº) to permit an adiabatic passage from the 2A' to
the 2A'' surface, as in the case of anti-TOD.� .[6]

In an effort to find the transition state for this process, we
located the lowest energy crossing point of the A' and A''
surfaces in Cs symmetry by state-averaged CASSCF calcu-
lations. Distortion at this point along an a'' mode with a
negative frequency led to a transition state lying only
0.49 kcal molÿ1 above the 2A'(s) state of syn-TOD.� by
B3LYP (0.32 kcal molÿ1 after correcting for the ZPE differ-
ence). At the CCSD(T) level, the energy differenceÐthis
time relative to the more stable delocalized 2B1(s) stateÐis
1.04 kcal molÿ1, still not enough to protect syn-TOD.� in its
s-state from decay.

Surprisingly, B3LYP intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)
calculations (see Figure 11) revealed that this transition state
connects syn-TOD.� directly to COT.� without passing via the
originally presumed primary product, BOT.� . This unexpected

Figure 11. Results of IRC calculation for the ring-opening of syn-TOD.� in
the 2A' state. Note that this leads smoothly to COT.� , without passing
through BOT.� . The singly occupied MO is shown for every filled dot.

Table 2. Results of CASPT2 calculations for syn-TOD.� in different
states.[a]

Geometries[b]

State 2A1
[c] 2B1(s)[c] 2A'(s)[c,d] State

12A1 (0) 1.73 (0.0123) (0) 12A'
12B1 1.21 (0.0816) (0) 1.57 (0.0247) 22A'
22B1 1.52 (0.0002) 2.05 (0.0001) 1.91 (0.0140) 32A'
12B2 1.98 (0.0041) 3.97 (0) 2.99 (0.0168) 12A''
12A2 2.47 (0) 4.26 (0.0001) 3.03 (0.0001) 22A''
22A1 3.67 (0.0449) 4.10 (0.1202) 3.41 (0.0003) 32A''
22B2 4.05 (0.0150) 4.27 (0) 4.14 (0.0000) 42A''

[a] Energies relative to ground state (0) in eV; details of the calculations
are given in the Supporting Information; [b] geometries optimized by
B3LYP/6 ± 31G*; [c] numbers in parentheses are oscillator strenghts for
electronic transitions from ground state; [d] 2B1(s) state distorted to Cs

symmetry; data in this column refer to state labels on the right.
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result may, however, serve to explain the fact why COT.�

(rather than BOT.�) is formed as a primary product of
ionization in all experiments, next to the hitherto unidentified
species A and/or B. Apparently vertical ionization of syn-
TOD results in a partitioning of the incipient radical cation
between the 2B1(s) and the 2A1(p�) states, and the part which
relaxes to the 2B1(s) state decays spontaneously to COT.� .

Returning to the problem of identifying species A, we next
examined the fate of the 2A1 state of syn-TOD.� , that is the
most stable state of that cation at the neutral geometry.
Inspection of the B3LYP normal modes showed a framework
deformation of b2 symmetry with an unusually low frequency
of 154 cmÿ1. Following that mode led to a transition state only
0.05 kcal molÿ1 above 2A1 syn-TOD.� which decayed on the
far side by completely breaking a bond of the central four-
membered ring to result in a bis-cyclobutenylium radical
cation BCB.� . Actually, at the UHF or ROHF level, 2A1 syn-
TOD.� is not a minimum but decays spontaneously to BCB.� ,
a feature which we had failed to notice due to our focus on
DFT calculations as a starting point for all further inves-
tigations.

Bis-allylic radical cations such as BCB.� are usually
distinguished by broad and intense charge resonance (CR)
bands[23] which arise by promotion of an electron from the
bonding to the antibonding combination of the p-MOs, just as
in sandwich dimer cations of p-systems[24] (cf. Figure 12).
CASPT2 calculations at the B3LYP equilibrium geometry of
BCB.� (Table 3) predict indeed an intense band at 2.09 eV
(590 nm), that is close to the strong band of species A. Note

Figure 12. Pictorial representation of the 2B2!2A2 charge resonance
excitation in BCB´�.

that the energy of this CR transition depends very critically on
the overlap of the two p-systems which is dictated by the angle
that the cyclobutenylium moieties form with the connecting
bond (opening this angle up just 1.58 from the B3LYP
optimized value would bring the transition into perfect accord
with experiment). CASPT2 predicts no transitions of com-
parable intensity up to 250 nm (cf. Table 3), in accord with the
observation of a single, strong CR band for species A. Thus,
the different calculations concur in supporting an assigment of
species A to BCB.� , which leaves the problem of assigning its
thermal decay product B.

Assignment of the secondary product B : This species is
formed in a single step from A and decays on warming above
80 K to BOT.� ; hence B is most probably also a (CH)8 isomer.
Disrupting a four-membered ring of BCB.� would call for the
breaking of a strong CÿC bond which would presumably
require more energy than is available at 80 K. On the other
hand, cyclobutenylium cations pucker spontaneously[25] and
form partial transannular bonds to optimize the stabilizing
interactions responsible for the pronounced homoaromatic
character of these species.[26] In the case of BCB.� this
puckering is not spontaneous, because it disrupts the stabiliz-
ing interaction between the two cyclobutenylium moieties,
but it certainly represents a low-energy distortion pathway
leading to bicyclobutenyl structures. A search of different
(CH)8 species[1] turned up two compounds that might result
from such a distortion, that is tetracyclo[4.2.0.02,4.03,5]oct-7-
ene (TCO), and the bis(bicyclobutane) compound BBB.
According to B3LYP calculations TCO.� lies 6.3 kcal molÿ1

below BCB.� , whereas BBB .� is 1.9 kcal molÿ1 less stable than
BCB.� , so we focussed on TCO.� as a possible candidate
for B.

CASPT2 calculations on TCO.� at its B3LYP equilibrium
geometry resulted in the predictions presented in Table 4 and
Figure 13 which are in near-perfect accord with regard to the
broad 820 nm band of species B and the absence of further
intense absorptions in the visible region (the rise in the UV

Table 3. Results of CASPT2 calculations for BCB .� .[a]

State EAS/ eV[b] CASPT2/ eV[c] f[d]

12B1 (0) (0) ±
12A2 2.30 2.09 0.2221
12B2 2.89 (0)
22A2 3.50 0.0419
22B2 (>4.0) 4.11 (0)
22B1 4.72 < 0.0001

[a] Geometry optimized by B3LYP/6 ± 31G*; [b] band positions in elec-
tronic absorption spectrum, approximate for small bands (cf. Figure 13)
in eV; [c] active space in CASSCF calculations: 13 electrons in 10 orbitals;
details of the calculations are given in the Supporting Information;
[d] calculated oscillator strength for electronic transition.

Table 4. Results of CASPT2 calculations for TCO.� .[a]

State EAS/ eV[b] CASPT2/ eV[c] f[d]

12A' (0) (0) ±
22A' 1.51 1.54 0.0953
12A'' 2.38 0.0003
32A' 2.55 2.72 0.0051
42A' 3.20 3.41 0.0061
22A'' 3.55 0.0071
32A'' 4.11 0.0063
42A'' ca. 4 eV 4.23 0.0128

[a] Geometry optimized by B3LYP/6 ± 31G*; [b] band positions in elec-
tronic absorption spectrum, approximate for small bands (cf. Figure 13)
in eV; [c] active space in CASSCF calculations: 15 electrons in 13 orbitals;
details of the calculations are given in the Supporting Information;
[d] calculated oscillator strength for electronic transition.
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may be due to a by-product that is formed in the course of the
decay of BCB.�). Inspection of the CASSCF wavefunctions
shows that the telling NIR transition of TCO.� results from
Homo-1!Homo electron promotion, where both orbitals
are linear combinations of cyclobutene p- and bicyclobutane
s-MOs (see Figure 13). The other weak transitions above
30 000 cmÿ1 involve promotions from lower lying occupied
MOs of TCO.� to the Homo, whereas only the higher excited
states involve virtual MOs.

Figure 13. Spectrum B in Figure 5 replotted on an energy scale, together
with CASPT2 prediction of excitation energies and oscillator strengths for
TCO´�. The inset shows the MOs between which electron promotion occurs
(predominantly) in the 820 nm transition.

In order to confirm this assignment, we synthesized
TCO[27, 28] and subjected it to ionization by pulse radiolysis
at 30 K in MCH. Indeed, a broad band at 820 nm was detected
which exhibits the same thermal and photochemical behavior
as species B. As an example, we show in Figure 14 the

Figure 14. Difference spectrum for the photolysis at 950 nm (15 min) of an
irradiated (pulse radiolysis) MCH/BuCl glass (30 K) containing TCO.

difference spectrum obtained on photolysis of TCO.� which
nicely demonstrates the conversion to BOT.� . We wish to
recall at this point that this latter conversion occurs also
thermally at temperatures above 77 K (cf. Figure 2) which
raises the question of the mechanism for this rearrangement.

Returning to the ESR spectra in Figure 6, it is worth noting
that the change on NIR photobleaching strongly suggests that
the photoprecursor possesses an envelope spectrum extend-
ing over some 30 ± 40 G in the center region. The identifica-
tion of this species as TCO.� is consistent with such an
unresolved signal since the B3LYP calculations predict five
different hyperfine couplings below 7 G for the 8 hydrogens
with a total spectral width of only 40.8 G.

Vibronic coupling as a driving force for radical ion rearrang-
ments : The assigments elaborated in the preceding sections
imply that the 2A1(p�) state of the radical cation of syn-TOD
decays spontaneously to BCB.� by breaking one of the
ªexternalº bonds in the central four-membered ring. In
contrast, the anti isomer rearranges (partly) to BOT.� by
breaking one of the ªinternalº bonds in the same ring.[6] In
view of the fact that the p-ground states of the two isomers are
of very similar nature (see Scheme 1), the question arises what
caused the two isomers to show such different intramolecular
reactivity. Another, related question is why the 2B1(s) state of
syn-TOD.� distorts so easily along the same mode as anti-
TOD.� (although the ensuing rearrangement seems to bypass
BOT.�).

We believe that answers to these questions can be found by
considering the effects of vibronic coupling which may be very
important in shaping the potential energy surfaces of radical
ions[29, 30] and in facilitating their rearrangements.[31, 32] If they
are sufficiently strong, such effects can induce departure from
a geometry of high symmetry as a result of the distortion along
a coordinate q that allows the ground state Y0 to mix with one
or the other excited state Yi of different symmetry.[33] The
extent of this vibronic coupling is inversely proportional to the
energy difference DE between Y0 and Yi and the force
constant fq for the deformation along q (both at the symmetric
geometry where vibronic interaction is absent), and propor-
tional to the derivative or nonadiabatic coupling term V0i�
hY0 j q/qq jYii which measures the extent of mixing between
Y0 and Yi on distortion along q.[34]

In the present case of syn-TOD.� in its 2A1 state, q must be
of the same symmetry as Yi to promote mixing with Y0 .[33]

From the PE spectrum in Figure 7 we gather that, at the
geometry of neutral syn-TOD, the lowest lying excited states
Yi are of B1 symmetry (this appears to stay that way upon
relaxation of the 2A1 state to its equilibrium geometry, cf.
Table 2). In view of the above mentioned DE dependence, one
would therefore primarily expect b1 modes to foster departure
of syn-TOD.� (2A1) from C2v symmetry. However, the
observed distortion (leading ultimately to BCB.�) is of b2
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symmetry, although, according to CASPT2, the lowest 2B2

excited state of lies nearly 1 eV higher than the lowest 2B1

state! Since the fq for distortions of the central four-
membered ring in syn-TOD.� along b1 and b2 coordinates
are probably quite similar, it must be owing to a larger
coupling term V0i that the 2B2 state ªwinsº over the lower lying
2B1 states in promoting distortion of syn-TOD.�(2A1).

We have calculated the derivative coupling terms for the
interaction of the 2A1 with the two 2B1 and with the 2B2 excited
states on distortion of each atom along the Cartesian axes. The
resulting vectors (Figure 15) show that the largest V0i is found
for interaction with the 2B1(pÿ) state which is induced by
asymmetric stretching of the two double bonds. However, the

Figure 15. Derivative coupling vectors for the interaction of the 2A1(p�)
ground state of syn-TOD´� with the 12B1(pÿ), the 22B1(s) and the 12B2(s)
excited states (the arrows point in the direction of maximum change of the
ground state wavefunction, i. e., maximum vibronic coupling).

force constant fq for this deformation is too large to allow for a
spontaneous distortion along this mode. The V0i for inter-
action with the 2B1(s) state is much weaker than for the
interaction with the higher lying 2B2(s) state, which may
explain why the distortion along the b2 mode ªwinsº, and
leads to the spontaneous decay of syn-TOD.�(2A1) to BCB.� .

The facile distortion of syn-TOD.� in its 2B1(s) ground
state, this time along a mode of b1 symmetry, can be explained
in the same fashion, that is through vibronic coupling to the
(now excited) 2A1(p�) state. An analogous effect seems to be
operative in anti-TOD.� which also distorts easily in the
direction of BOT.� , and not BCB.� . A ªchemicalº reason for
this preference might be, starting from anti-TOD.� , that
BCB.� arises in the anti conformation where it cannot profit
from the stabilizing through-space interaction between the
two allylic moieties. This makes the anti-TOD.�!BCB.�

reaction endothermic and thus deprives the corresponding

distortion of a thermochemical driving force. Therefore, the
other distortion, leading to BOT.� , becomes competitive.

Thus, the surprising departure of syn-TOD.� from the
least-motion pathway leading to BOT.� is initiated by a
strong vibronic coupling to the 2B2 excited state which
initiates the decay to BCB.� . The ensuing conversion of the
latter to TCO.� may also be facilitated by vibronic interaction
between the 2B2 ground state with the lowest 2A2 excited state
of BCB.� . This requires a distortion of b1 symmetry which
leads to a localization of spin and charge in opposite allyl
moieties, a necessary prerequisite for the formation of
TCO.� .

Figure 16 shows a summary of our calculations for the full
rearrangement of 2A1 syn-TOD.� to COT.� . Although the
numbers may be subject to some uncertainty, even at the
CCSD(T) level, the general picture that emerges from these
calculations is in accord with the experimental findings and
therefore supports our mechanistic conclusions; thus, after a
nearly activationless decay of 2A1 syn-TOD.� to BCB .� , the
latter species rearranges in a process associated with an
activation barrier of 6.6 kcal molÿ1 to TCO.� which in turn
decays to BOT.� via a barrier that is calculated to be about
twice as high as the first one. BOT.� is protected from decay to
COT.� by a much higher barrier which can certainly not be
surmounted at cryogenic temperatures. Hence, the COT.�

which is observed immediately after ionization even at 30 K
must arise via a different mechanism. The calculations
illustrated in Figure 11 indicate that COT.� is formed by
nearly activationless decay of syn-TOD.� in its 2B1 (or 2A')
state.

Summary and Conclusion

We have shown by a combination of different types of
experiments and quantum chemical calculations that upon
ionization, syn-TOD partitions between two electronic states
(2A1 and 2B2) which decay to different products, both of which
are formed within the duration of the 4 ms electron pulse at
30 K (see Scheme 2). Calculations indicate that COT.� is
formed in a nearly activationless process out of the 2B1 state
(perhaps after spontaneous relaxation of this state to Cs

symmetry), whereas the 2A1 state decays to the bis-allylic
cation BCB .� . Upon warming of the matrix, the latter product
rearranges to the tetracyclic isomer TCO.� (the first product
observed at 77 K) which on further warming to 90 K under-
goes a bicyclobutane ± butadiene rearrangement to yield the
final product, BOT.� .

Both of the primary products are formed as a result of
strong vibronic interactions which lead to spontaneous (or
very facile) distortions that carry syn-TOD part of the way
along the respective reaction coordinates. Interestingly, the
excited states which lead to these distortions are not
necessarily the lowest ones, but those which are associated
with the largest derivative coupling terms. The present
example shows very clearly that principles which govern
rearrangements of neutral compounds, such as that of the
least motion pathway, are not necessarily operative in radical
ions. Instead, the reactivity of these species is often dominated
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Scheme 2. Different radical ion rearrangements.

by effects of vibronic interaction which may be decisive in
shaping the potential energy surfaces on which radical ion
rearrangements take place.

Experimental Section

Synthesis : syn-Tricyclo[4.2.0.02,5]octa-3,7-diene (syn-TOD) was synthesized
by dehalogenation of dichlorocyclobutene[35] (Fluka, purum) by Na
amalgam which was prepared in situ. In the workup, the conversion to
the silver complex[35] was replaced by purification by preparative gas
chromatography at room temperature using b,b'-oxidiproprionitrile (ODP)
as a stationary phase. The preparation of tetracyclo[4.2.0.02,4.03,5]oct-7-ene
(TCO) followed the prescriptions of Meinwald et al.[27, 28] For the isolation
of the product, pentane was added to the reaction mixture, THF and ether
were removed by repeated aqueous extraction, the amine was removed by

rapid extraction with 1m Na2HPO4 and the resulting solution was finally
washed with aqueous ammonia.

Sample preparation : �5� 10ÿ3m solutions of syn-TOD were prepared in
CFCl2CFCl2 (F-112), CF2ClCCl3 (F-112a), CF2ClCFCl2 (F-113), CF3CCl3

(F-113a) for ESR measurements, or a 1:1 mixture of CFCl3 (F-11) and
CF2BrCF2Br (F-114B2),[36, 37] or 1m n-butyl chloride (BuCl) in methylcy-
clohexane (MCH) for optical studies. These solutions were filled into
quartz tubes (ESR work) or special optical cuvettes,[38]where they were
exposed to �0.5 MRad of 60Co g-radiation at 77 K.

Pulse radiolysis : The samples (2 mm thick) were mounted in a liquid
helium-cooled cryostat (Oxford Instruments) and irradiated with 4 ms
electron pulses (delivering a dose �1 kGy) from ELU-6 linear accelerator.
Details of the pulse radiolysis system are given elsewhere.[39]

Spectroscopy : All ESR measurements were carried out on a Bruker ER
200 D SRC spectrometer (TE102 cavity, ER-4102-ST X-band resonator,
35 dB microwave power) equipped with variable-temperature accessories.
The PE spectrum of syn-TOD was recorded on a modified Perkin ± Elmer
PE 16 instrument operated in preretardation (and hence constant
resolution) mode[40] under computer control. Calibration was effected with
a Xe/Ar mixture and the spectral resolution was about 12 meV (digital
resolution 2 meV). Electronic absorption (EA) spectra were measured on a
Perkin ± Elmer Lambda 19 (200 ± 2000 nm), Philips 8710 (200 ± 900 nm)
and Cary 5 (Varian, 200 ± 3300 nm) instruments.

Quantum chemical calculations : The geometries of all species were
optimized at the UHF and UMP2 level as well as by methods based on
density functional theory (DFT). For the latter we used Becke�s 3-param-
eter (B3) exchange functional[41] , combined with the Lee ± Yang ± Parr
correlation functional[42] to give the B3LYP method[43] as implemented in
the Gaussian 94 package of programs.[44] The above calculations were all
done with the standard 6 ± 31G* basis set. Except where otherwise
indicated, stationary points were identified at all levels by Hessian
calculations. In addition, transition states were characterized by full
intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations[45] to identify the minima
they interconnect. Finally, single-point calculations were carried out on
stationary points (usually at the B3LYP geometries) by the RCCSD(T)
method[46] with Dunning�s correlation-consistent polarized double-zeta
basis set (cc-pVDZ),[47] using the MOLPRO program.[48]

For excited states we resorted to the CASSCF/CASPT2 procedure[49] with
the MOLCAS program.[50] The active spaces were chosen such that they
allowed all excited states that were considered in each case to be described
satisfactorily according to the different diagnostic criteria given by the

Figure 16. Schematic representation of the potential energy surface leading from 2A1 syn-TOD.� via BCB .� and TCO.� to BOT.� . Geometries obtained by
B3LYP/6 ± 31G*, single-point energies by CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ include B3LYP zero point energies (italic numbers).
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MOLCAS program (similar weight of CASSCF in CASPT2 wavefunction
for all states, absence of intruder states). As in previous cases of radical
cations,[51±53] satisfactory agreement with experiment was obtained with the
simple [C]3s2p1d/[H]2s ANO DZ basis set,[54] therefore we saw no
necessity to add higher angular momentum and/or diffuse functions.
Molecular orbitals were plotted with the Moplot program[55] which gives a
schematic representation of the MOs nodal structures in a ZDO-type
approximation.[56]

The derivative (or nonadiabatic) coupling terms discussed in the section on
vibronic coupling were calculated by using a locally modified version of the
for localizing conical intersection (opt�conical) of the Gaussian pro-
gram.[57]
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